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Conditions and Performance of Ideal RAKE Reception
for Ultra-Wideband Signals in Lognormal Fading Channels

J. Zhang,1,2 R. A. Kennedy,1 T. D. Abhayapala1

In this paper, the conditions and performance of ideal RAKE reception for time hopping Ultra-
Wideband (UWB) investigated. Owing to the complex propagation phenomena and specific
structure of UWB signals, new problems relevant to the operation of RAKE receivers arise. This
motivates us to reconsider the conditions under which a RAKE receiver can work effectively with
negligible interference between fingers. Key findings are that the conditions not only relate to the
property of time hopping codes, but also modulation methods. An analytical technique is introduced
to derive explicit expressions of RAKE performance for various combining methods for a lognor-
mal fading channel. Numerical results show that RAKE reception can largely improve the per-
formance, and equal gain combining has comparable performance to maximum ratio combining.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, there has been a rapidly grow-
ing interest in Ultra-Wideband (UWB) systems [1–4].
Combined with spread spectrum techniques, especially
time hopping (TH), ultra narrow pulses (�1 ns) are mod-
ulated to convey information in UWB. To avoid in-
terference with existing wireless systems, the radiation
power is restricted to be very low. RAKE reception [5]
can collect multipath signals, and there exist many re-
solvable multipath components in UWB channels; thus a
RAKE receiver could potentially be very helpful to
UWB. But is it applicable and effective?

Some new problems relevant to the operation of
RAKE reception arise because of the complex propaga-
tion phenomena of UWB signals. Firstly, in the spread

spectrum context, a RAKE receiver takes advantage of
the excellent autocorrelation performance of spread
spectrum codes to eliminate the interference between fin-
gers, such as interchip interference (ICI) and intersym-
bol interference (ISI). So the finger spacing is generally
assumed to equal the chip width guided by sampling the-
ory. In contrast, for TH-UWB, it is impractical to make
a similar assumption because of the cluster structure
observed in many field experiments [2,6–8] and the fact
that the TH chip width is not necessarily the reciprocal
of signal’s bandwidth. Instead, we face a dense multipath
channel with randomly arriving paths. For such a model,
without the careful design of TH codes, the ICI will
become significant and deteriorate the performance of a
RAKE receiver. Second, because each multipath has
very low energy, it is difficult to accurately estimate the
exact amplitude. Further, the estimation error needs be
considered when choosing a combining method, and
combining methods that require low accuracy of esti-
mates are preferred. Third, the number of resolvable
multipaths with similar energy is very large because of
the ultra-high multipath resolution ability of UWB
pulses, and a good tradeoff between complexity and
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performance is required. These problems bring new chal-
lenges to the design of RAKE receivers. On the other
hand, in the design of RAKE receivers, how to incorpo-
rate the properties of UWB pulses and the particular
structure of TH signals, especially the low duty cycle, is
worthy of further research.

In this paper, in consideration of these problems, we
discuss conditions under which a RAKE receiver can op-
erate ideally, that is, with negligible ICI in the output of
each finger (hereafter, referred to as Clean output), as has
not been studied systematically in the literature. We will
show that, in most cases, it depends not only on the
TH codes, but also on the modulation methods. For an
adequate modulation method, only when the number of
assignable chip positions in a frame (the maximum of TH
codes as well) (Nc) is comparable to the number of frames
in a symbol period (Nf) can satisfactory autocorrelation to
mitigate ICI be achieved. It is also emphasized that ISI
can be reduced in TH-UWB systems. These observations
are based on a single user system; an extension to multi-
ple user case is briefly discussed.

With the conditions highlighted, we further provide a
method to evaluate the performance of ideal RAKE recep-
tion. Previous methods to evaluate the performance of a
RAKE receiver for UWB are constrained to experimental
ones [1,9] because of the absence of widely accepted fad-
ing channel models, especially the amplitude distribution,
which is critical to performance analysis. Empirical distri-
bution of the amplitude fading markedly differs from
Rayleigh fading [2]. This is possibly because UWB signals
have high resolution and only a small number of multipath
components fall within an interval of delay resolution. In
contrast, Rayleigh fading is justified directly from the com-
plex Gaussian assumption based on the Central Limit
Theorem, which requires large numbers of independent
random variables. From the latest results generated by
IEEE 802.15sg3 [2], the lognormal distribution is recom-
mended to best fit the measured amplitude fading in a
UWB multipath channel. So a time-delayed line (TDL)
model with lognormal distributed amplitude is adopted in
this paper.

Generally, exact performance evaluation of diversity
reception is hardly tractable because of the complexity of
the statistics. Fortunately, for the lognormal distribution
in UWB applications, there are simplifications that make
this tractable based on the fact that the sum of lognormal
variables can be well approximated by another lognormal
variable under appropriate conditions [10–12]. With the
aid of Hermite-Gauss quadrature [13], explicit expres-
sions of performance then can be obtained for the various
combining methods such as equal gain combining (EGC)
and maximum ratio combining (MRC). Numerical results

show that EGC has comparable performance to MRC.
This alleviates the channel estimation problem greatly.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the system model. Section 3 focuses on the con-
ditions under which clean RAKE output can be achieved.
Section 4 provides a method to analyze the performance
of ideally operated RAKE receivers in a lognormal fad-
ing channel. Numerical results are shown in Section 5.
Finally, some conclusions are given.

2. MULTIPATH CHANNEL MODELS

A UWB RAKE receiver consists of a group of
RAKE fingers. Each finger, containing a bank of corre-
lators and a combining weight chosen via combining
criteria, synchronizes to a selected multipath. The per-
formance and complexity of a RAKE receiver are largely
influenced by the structure of multipath channels.

In [2], clusters and rays are used to account for the
cluster phenomena in UWB propagations and a double
set of parameters are used accordingly. This model pres-
ents difficulties for evaluating RAKE performance ana-
lytically because of the use of random Poisson process to
simulate the arrival of rays and clusters and the resulting
indeterminate mean power distribution of every path. To
make analysis tractable, we simplify it to a TDL model
that can be represented by the impulse response:

(1)

where n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and variance �2

0, �� is the multipath delay,
the fading amplitude a� is real, and its absolute value is
lognormal distributed. When 20 log10 |a�| is Gaussian dis-
tributed with mean u� and variance �, the probability den-
sity function (pdf) of |a�| is:

(2)

where | � | stands for absolute value. According to [2],
� is fixed and u� varies with �. This distribution is
denoted by |a�| : �(u�, �2) where � stands for lognor-
mal distribution. The first and second moments of |a�|
are given by:

E[|a�|] � exp(ln (10)/20 u� � (ln 10)2/800 �2), (3)

E[a2
�] � exp(ln (10)/10 u� � (ln 10)2/200 �2). (4)

 exp a�(20 log10 0a� 0 � u�)
2

2�2
b ,

p1 0a� 0 2 �
20

ln (10)22p� 0a� 0

h (t) � a
L

��1
a�d (t � t�) � n (t),
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As we will see in Section 4.T, the sum of two inde-
pendent lognormal variables can be well approximated
by another lognormal variable. This ensures that the
cluster-plus-ray model proposed in [2] can be well ap-
proximated by the model suggested here even when
overlapping of rays in different clusters happens. The re-
maining problem here is how to model the mean power
of a�. Two methods are considered. The first one, em-
ploying a general single exponential decay, is widely
used in the literature, but it does not reflect the dual
exponential fading model in [2] well. This distribution
can be expressed as:

E[a2
�] � 	0 exp(���/
), (5)

where 	0 is the mean energy of the first arriving path
(�1 � 0), 
 is the path decay factor. Then u� can be
expressed as:

u� � 10/ln (10) (ln 	0 � ��/
) � ln(10)/20�2. (6)

The second one, specific to the model in [2], uses the
mean power from experimental data generated in [2]
directly.

3. CONDITIONS FOR CLEAN RAKE OUTPUT

A key condition in which a conventional RAKE
works effectively is when ICI and ISI can be ignored.
Ideal autocorrelation performance of spread spectrum (SS)
codes is always assumed and utilized to eliminate the ICI.
Note that ISI cannot be reduced in this way in most exist-
ing SS systems such as the widely used DS-CDMA. This
is because the orthogonality of SS codes’ autocorrelation
could be destroyed by ISI unless the excess multipath
delay is far smaller than the length of SS codes.

For TH-UWB, if the maximum multipath delay is as
small as the frame period, ICI can be constrained to a
small degree through deliberate adjustment of time-related
system parameters because of the low duty cycle of UWB
signals. This rarely happens in high-speed applications. In
most cases, ideal autocorrelation and cross correlation of
TH codes are required to reduce ICI.

There is little published work on TH codes to date.
Two papers [3,4], referring to the design of FH codes,
discuss the method based on permutation sequences. It is
indicated that the autocorrelation of TH codes is some
kind of coincidence autocorrelation and equal to the
number of overlapped positions [3,4] (we restrict our-
selves to the case of pure TH codes where no amplitude
information of codes is utilized). It is emphasized that
the maximum autocorrelation is highly related to the
relationship between the assignable chip positions in a

frame (Nc) and the period of TH codes (Nf, which is also
the number of pulses used to represent a symbol nor-
mally). Only when Nc is not much smaller than Nf, can
TH codes have desirable autocorrelation property. On
the contrary, when Nf Nc, designing TH codes with
good autocorrelation is hardly possible.

Besides good autocorrelation, TH codes with Nc

comparable to Nf can also lead to excellent cross corre-
lation between different users. This configuration will
not influence the multiuser capacity because multiple ac-
cess ability is only constrained by the product of Nf and
Nc but not by them separately in consideration to the
number of assignable TH codes.

For TH-UWB, ideal autocorrelation is not the only
necessary condition to ensure ICI to be eliminated; mod-
ulation methods also determine the effect of canceling
ICI, a factor often ignored without justification. Poorly
chosen modulations will cause similar decision variables
to be generated by desired symbols and nondesired mod-
ulated symbols as a result of the correlation operation
with multipath components. When the time jitter caused
by modulations is smaller than the pulse width, this in-
terference can be eliminated totally. This is based on the
fact that the multipath resolution is generally larger than
the width of pulse. The standard modulations combined
with TH are M-ary PPM, antipodal (bipolar) modulation,
amplitude modulation, and variations of them. Among
them, orthogonal PPM (OPPM) will lead to a large deci-
sion error because of the potential ICI among modulated
symbols. This is interpreted in detail from Figure 1. In
Figure 1, pim stands for the mth multipath signal of the
ith transmitted pulse in a symbol. Consider a simple
binary-OPPM system as an example and suppose Td is
the distance between the two OPPM symbols. If it hap-
pens that the distance between pi1 and pi2 equals Td, when
a RAKE finger is applied to pi1, the energy of pi1 and pi2

will be collected by the correlators corresponding to the
two symbols, respectively. In slow fading channels, all
pulses in a symbol period suffer the same fading so that
the nondesired symbol will collect the energy of all
pulses with the same index m. When many multipath

W

Fig. 1. Illustration of multipath signals and interference in TH-
UWB systems; every solid line with the symbol p(..) represents a
multipath signal.
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components have the distance Td between them, the non-
desired symbol will collect enough energy and lead to
high decision error. So OPPM is not applicable to
TH-UWB without further design considerations. For
overlapped PPM, the optimal modulation parameter is
smaller than the width of a pulse because the values of
the pulse’s autocorrelation could be negative [14]. The
other modulation methods cause little time jitter.

In a system with TH codes having ideal autocorrela-
tion and an adequate modulation method, ICI can be re-
duced to a negligible order. At the same time, ISI also can
be reduced as long as the excess multipath delay is
smaller than several symbol periods. This benefits from
the property of low duty cycle and coincidence autocor-
relation. Furthermore, in amplitude-modulated systems
especially those with bipolar modulation, the interference
from ISI plus ICI can be smaller than that from the pure
ICI because of cancellation between antipodal signals.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF IDEAL
RAKE RECEPTION

In a RAKE receiver with J fingers, when ICI and ISI
can be ignored, we should get a “clean” RAKE output
and obtain the well-known expressions for instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratio (i-SNR):

(7)

where gj are the weights of RAKE fingers and depend on
combining methods, � is the normalized correlation of a
single pulse and a template signal in a frame period (and
depends on the modulation method), Es is the symbol
energy of a transmitted signal, and Es /� 2

0 can be regarded
as the symbol SNR of the transmitted signal.

An application of the Cauchy inequality,

(8)

which has equality only when gj � aj, leads to the well-
known maximal ratio combining (MRC) and the i-SNR
becomes:

(9)

Suppose that the receiver knows the polarity of multi-
path components and combine all fingers’ signals using

gs, MRC � �
Es

�0
2 a
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,

gj � 1� sgn(aj), where sgn(aj) is the function of getting
the sign of aj. Then we call this equal gain combining
(EGC) and the i-SNR becomes:

(10)

Under the assumption of independence between
RAKE fingers, the statistical characteristics of i-SNR can
be derived directly now. But for more general performance
criteria, such as symbol error probability (SEP), the deri-
vation will involve joint probabilities and J-fold integra-
tions and have high computational complexity if treated in
a general way [15]. Fortunately, for the lognormal distri-
bution in UWB applications, there are simplifications that
make this tractable, as discussed next in Section 4.1.

4.1. Distribution of the Sum of Lognormal
Variables

We represent the instantaneous SNR s as the prod-
uct of a scalar � and a random variable �, s � ��, where 

for EGC and for MRC. 

(Note that there are some different definitions of lognor-
mal distribution and a scaling should be applied during
transformations between them.)

The basic idea here is to find the pdf of � and sub-
stitute the joint pdf involved in performance analysis.
There is a general agreement that a sum of independent
lognormal random variables can be well approximated by
another lognormal random variable when the spread of �
in (2) is not too wide (�30 dB in our case2) [10–12].
Moreover, this approximation is also applicable to the
sum of correlated lognormal variables. So the distribu-
tion of � can be treated as lognormal and represented as
� : �(u�, �2

�). Different approaches to find the parameters
of the resultant lognormal distribution have been pro-
posed. The Wilkinson approximation (WA) and Schwarz
and Yeh approximation (SYA) [11] are most common.
The former, which is simpler, first computes the mean
and variance of the sum applying the general statistical
formulae, and then calculates u�, �� and the pdf through
(3) and (4) implicitly; the latter starts in an inverse order;
that is, find the mean and variance of the variable Z �
ln(eY1 � eY 2) where Y1 and Y2 are two Gaussian variables.
The obtained mean and variance of Z are u� and ��, re-
spectively, if � � eZ where Z is a Gaussian variable im-
plicitly. It is generally believed that SYA can give better
accuracy. A simpler and more accurate algorithm for
SYA is given in [12].

� � a
J

j�1
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In our opinion, the substance of the arguments is
how to find a distribution to best fit the one that already
largely deviates from lognormal distribution. The results
obtained from WA and SYA can be compared to tell how
well the distribution of the sum fits lognormal. The
smaller the difference, the better the fit. This is because
the two methods derive their results independently while
their results are only connected by the mapping of log-
normal. When � is fixed and small for all variables, the
distribution of the sum highly resembles lognormal and
both methods work well. Figure 2 shows u� and �� ver-
sus number of fingers (J) in MRC and EGC cases. The
curves obtained by different methods overlap totally, in-
dicating complete agreement. The parameters involved
in plotting the graph are given in Section 5.

4.2. Derivation of Explicit Expressions
of Performance

With the known distribution of the random factor in
the instantaneous SNR (�) performance of RAKE can be
readily evaluated.

The mean and variance of i-SNR can be obtained by:

E[s] � �E[�], (11)

Var[s] � �2Var[�] � �2(E[�2] � (E[�])2). (12)

The SEP conditional on � is given by:

(13)Pr(e 0a) � Q12gs 2 �
1

22p
�

��

2gs

exp(�y2/2)dy.

Averaging the Pr(e/�) over �, we obtain the mean SEP as:

(14)

where p(�) is the pdf of �.
The mean SEP can be evaluated numerically via

Monte Carlo simulation with (14). An alternative way can
be used to arrive at an explicit expression, considered next.

Let and exchange
� in (14) with �, yielding:

(15)

In consideration of the weight function exp(��2),
(15) can be best computed numerically by Hermite-Gauss
quadrature [13],

(16)

where Nh is the order of the Hermite polynomial HNh(� ), xn

and Hxn are the zeros (abscissas) and weight factors of
Nh-order Hermite polynomial, respectively. These values
are tabulated in many mathematical handbooks (e.g., [13]).
In Section 5, we show Nh � 16 can generate very accurate
results where only 16 coefficients are required in the
computation.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

For binary PPM, in the case of optimal modulation,
� is generally in the range of (0.5, 1) depending on the
pulse used. For bipolar modulation, � equals 1. For con-
venience, bipolar modulation is adopted to exemplify the
effects of RAKE reception below.

For single exponential decay model, parameters are
chosen as below:

• Set 	0 � 1/(4�d2) to account for free space prop-
agation where d is the distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver.

• Instead of simulating a poisson process, the interval
of multipath arrival is modelled as fixed. Set �� �
0.167(� � 1)ns to demonstrate a system in which
central-frequency equals 6 GHz and multipath-
delay interval equals 0.167 ns.

• 
 � 4.3 and � � 3.3941 dB corresponds to the ray
decay factor and standard deviation of ray lognor-
mal fading term of CM1 in [2], respectively.

Pr(e) �
1

2p
a
Nh

n�1
Hxn

Q 12�10(22�axn�ua) /20 2,

Pr(e) �
1

2p
�

�

��
Q12�10(22 sab�ua)/ 20 2 exp (��2)d�.

b � (20 log10 a � ua) / (2 2�a)

Pr(e) � Ea[Pr(e 0a)] ��
�

0
Q 12gs 2p(a)da,

Fig. 2. The u� and �2
� for MRC and EGC obtained by the methods of

Monte Carlo, SYA, and WA where 	0 � 0.035, � � 3.3941 dB, and 
 �

4.3. The curves obtained by three methods overlap each other.
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Fig. 4. The mean SEP obtained by (16) and Monte Carlo simulation
(MC) versus the number of fingers (J) in EGC and MRC cases when
Es/�

2
0 � 12 dB, d � 1.5 m.

Fig. 5. The mean SEP obtained by (16) and Monte Carlo simulation
(MC) versus transmitted SNR Es/�

2
0 in EGC and MRC cases when d �

1.5 m, J � 10 and 20.

For the dual exponential fading model in [2], we use
the data of average power profile of CM1 generated by the
program in [2]. The first arrived path is excluded because
of the large deviation between it and the succeeding paths.

Figures 3–6 demonstrate the performance based on
single exponential decay channel. All figures show EGC
has comparable performance with MRC. This alleviates
the channel estimation problem greatly.

Figure 3 shows how the mean and variance of i-SNR
vary with J, Figure 4 demonstrates the variation of mean
SEP with J for fixed transmitted SNR Es/�

2
0, and Figure 5

depicts how the mean SEP varies with Es/�
2
0. The numeri-

cal computation of mean SEP is based on (16) with
Nh � 16. It is clear that the Hermite-Gauss quadrature

generates very accurate results. Comparing Figure 4 and
Figure 5, we can find that increasing the transmitted SNR
Es /�

2
0 results in much better improvement on the SEP com-

pared to increasing the number of RAKE fingers J.
In addition, some experiments on the parameters of

the channel model indicate that (i) performance slightly
changes and performance difference between MRC and
EGC slightly increases with � increasing; (ii) with 
 in-
creasing, performance is improved slowly because the
mean power of paths decays more slowly and more power
can be collected; and (iii) with 	0 increasing, the mean SEP
decreases rapidly. Figure 6 shows how the SEP changes
with the distance d between transmitter and receiver.

The mean SEP based on the dual exponential fading
model in [2] is displayed in Figure 7 to show the relation-
ship between MRC and EGC in three situations. The lines
without marks correspond to the theoretical result when
applying the average power profile of CM1 in our analy-
sis method. For comparison, the marked lines represent
the statistical results directly from the experimental data
generated from CM1. Between them, the line marked with
circles is based on the original continuous model and the
other marked with triangles is based on the sampled dis-
crete model in which the nonzero fingers are chosen. The
transmitted SNR here is different for the three cases and is
not given because of the unknown gain of the channel
models. From Figure 7, we can see that EGC still has com-
parable performance with MRC in the first two situations,
while the difference between them is enlarged in the dis-
crete model. The possible reason is that the discretization
of the continuous model causes combination/sum of
adjacent paths that have time duration smaller than the
sampling time. During each realization, the sum could

Fig. 3. The mean and variance of i-SNR versus the number of RAKE
fingers (J) in EGC and MRC cases when Es/�

2
0 � 12 dB, d � 1.5 m.
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Fig. 6. The mean SEP obtained by (16) versus d in EGC and MRC
cases when Es/�

2
0 � 12 dB, J � 30.

Fig. 7. The mean SEP in EGC and MRC cases when � � 6.4 dB, (a)
theoretical results; (b) statistical results based on continuous model in
[2]; (c) statistical results based on discrete model in [2].

happen among paths with opposite or same polarity. Then
large difference could be arisen among different realiza-
tions, which makes it possible that the average power pro-
file could not correctly reflect the statistical property of the
channel. This is also the cause of large fluctuation of
average power profile. This implies there are limitations of
our model on modelling sampled channels.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of RAKE reception for UWB
is evaluated in a lognormal fading channel. Firstly, we
address the fact that in most cases both the property of

TH codes and modulation methods determine whether
ICI can be mitigated to a negligible degree. It is empha-
sized that without further design, the OPPM is not appli-
cable to TH-UWB in the sense of possibly detrimental
ICI. With the “clean” output, a simple way is suggested
to derive explicit performance expressions for various
combining methods based on the fact that the sum of
lognormal variables can be well approximated by an-
other lognormal variable under appropriate conditions.
Numerical results indicate that RAKE reception can be
very effective for UWB, and equal gain combining has
comparable performance with maximal ratio combining.
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